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Introduction: Caldera eruptions are among the 

most destructive [1] but least understood [2] volcanic 
events on Earth. The most powerful caldera "supere-
ruptions" only occur every 100,000 years or so [1], but 
as populations continue to expand and encroach upon 
areas that could be directly affected by a caldera-
forming eruption (e.g., at Long Valley, California, at 
Campi Flegrei, Italy, or at Rabaul, Papau New Guinea 
[2]) there is ample motivation to improve our insight 
into the mechanics of ring fault formation and caldera 
development. Studying the process of caldera for-
mation can also help explain the origin of these fea-
tures on other terrestrial planets, including Venus and 
Mars, and on moons such as Io [3]. 

Quantitative models of a magma reservoir embed-
ded in an elastic host are regularly used to learn more 
about volcanic systems such as those that form calde-
ras [4-11]. While useful, most of these models employ 
either axisymmetric geometries or vertical two-
dimensional slices, imposing geometric limitations. In 
this study we seek new insight into the mechanics of 
ring fault initation and caldera formation by develop-
ing, testing and applying fully three-dimensional (3D) 
elastic finite element models. Here we briefly describe 
the model and report selected initial results pertaining 
to tectonic stress effects; related studies are ongoing.  

Methods: Using COMSOL Multiphysics, we de-
signed 3D elastic finite element models to assess ring 
fault formation. The first modeling goal is to identify 
locations where Mohr-Coulomb (MC) and tensile fail-
ure initiate for inflating ellipsoidal reservoirs of vary-
ing geometry and depth, and to quantify the overpres-
sure required. A second objective is to determine if 
horizontal tectonic stresses modify the failure charac-
teristics, and to assess the implications for ring fault 
initiation and geometry when compared to otherwise 
identical cases with no tectonic stress applied.  

Calibration. To test the model we initially create 
3D reservoir geometry and loading conditions that 
duplicate those used in axisymmetry studies [8]. The 
3D models successfully reproduce: the distribution of 
stress contours near the reservoir; the dependence of 
tensile failure location on reservoir depth, geometry, 
tensile strength and magma density; and, the overpres-
sure required to induce tensile failure. We also dupli-
cate published [11] and unpublished axisymmetric MC 
failure results successfully, and conclude that the be-
havior of the reservoir and surrounding host is cap-
tured accurately by our 3D model formulation. 

Results and Discussion: Following [11] we use 
the Aψ parameter of [12] to depict Andersonian fault 
regimes within the host rock volume (Fig 1). During 
inflation, rock stress near the reservoir favors either 
concentric thrust faults (red) or concentric normal 
faults (green). Next, we identify areas where the An-
dersonian fault type and steepest concentric (most ring 
fault like) MC fault plane alignment agree (Fig 1). Fi-
nally streamlines, seeded only in zones where MC fail-
ure has occurred, help reveal the connectivity between 
local MC fault planes, i.e. their 3D geometry. If the 
streamlines remain within areas where Aψ and the lo-
cal MC fault plane alignment agree, and if their geom-
etries mimic ring fault geometries seen in the field, 
then we conclude the host rock is primed for ring fault-
ing (Fig 2a). Conversely, if MC streamlines propagate 
beyond the zone where Aψ and MC fault plane align-
ments agree, we conclude that the system is not well 
primed for ring fault formation and slip (Fig 2b). 

When compared to benchmarks with no regional 
stress, tectonic extension reduces the overpressure re-
quired to initiate both MC and tensile rupture signifi-
cantly; these differences are more pronounced at shal-
low depth. In contrast, tectonic compression has almost 
no effect (Fig 3). Regional extension thus enhances 
tensile rupture conditions and, since resulting intru-
sions relieve magma pressure in the reservoir, it also 
reduces the likelihood that significant zones of MC 
failure (where ring faults might nucleate) can develop 
before tensile failure and intrusion occur. 

Application of regional stresses also affects the ge-
ometry of the zone where MC plane alignments and 
Aψ agree. When subjected to compression, for exam-
ple, the area primed for ring faulting preferentially 
extends upward along planar zones parallel to the axis 
of compression (Fig. 4). This creates the potential to 
produce partial annuli, if the system arrests, like those 
observed in places on Venus [13]. A less vertically 
extensive zone of agreement circling the reservoir (Fig. 
4), however, suggests another possible outcome: faults 
propagating to the surface locally may trigger “unzip-
ping” to form a 360° ring fault, as has been document-
ed at some calderas on Earth (e.g., Long Valley [14]).  

From the initial results reported here, we conclude 
that the 3D model formulation described can yield new 
insight into planetary ring fault and caldera formation. 
Ongoing modeling efforts will continue building upon 
these results and are expected to improve our 
knowledge of related volcanological phenomena.  
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Figure 1: Principal stress orientations above a spheri-
cal 5 km deep magma reservoir. Colors depict Aψ pa-
rameter quantifying stress regime. White area shows 
where Aψ and concentric MC plane alignments agree. 

 

A.  
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Figure 2: (a) Conical zone of potential ring faulting 
above an oblate reservoir in the absence of tectonic 
stress (half of cone omitted for visualization clarity). 
Volume where host rock stress regime and MC fault 
planes agree (white) contains MC planes (streamline 
crosshatch) seeded in zone of MC failure (red) at res-
ervoir wall. This oblate reservoir is primed for ring 
fault formation. (b) In contrast, this spherical reservoir 
is not primed for ring faulting since MC plane stream-
lines do not remain within the white volume denoting 
the host rock region suitably primed for ring fault slip. 

 

 
Figure 3: Magma overpressures required to reach MC 
(top) and tensile (bottom) failure of a spherical reser-
voir as a function of the reservoir radius-to-depth ratio 
for several values of tectonic extension (left) and com-
pression (right). Hollow black circles are data ob-
tained from axisymmetric models with the same pa-
rameters as 3D models with no tectonic stress applied. 

 

 
Figure 4: During compression, narrow zone primed 
for ring faulting forms parallel to the compression axis 
(purple arrows). It remains linked to a fully annular, 
less vertically extensive zone by the reservoir. 
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